INFLUENCE OF NATURAL VENTILATION ON SOLAR GAINS AND NATURAL LIGHTING BY OPENING WINDOWS
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ABSTRACT
Natural ventilation generally implies a complete or partial opening of windows which modifies the solar gains and the natural lighting, changing the solar and daylight factors. This “secondary” effect is generally neglected in building energy simulation. This study analyzes the impact on the modification of optical characteristics of glazed surfaces on thermal condition and natural lighting due to opening windows. The results focus on the impact of window opening on visual and thermal performance including not only the air change rate but also the negative effect of solar gains which arrive directly in the room through the opening. The parametric study leads to conclude when this effect can be neglected or not.

INTRODUCTION
As an effective solution to reduce summer cooling energy use, natural ventilation has been frequently studied. In the latest years, analytical and numeric modeling methods have made considerable progress (Costola et al., 2009) (Caciolo et al., 2012). Especially for single sided natural ventilation, how the way of window opening affects ventilation efficiency has attracted many attentions (Dascalaki et al., 1996) (Alloca et al., 2003) (Caciolo et al., 2011). However, there is an unignorable gap between theoretical prediction and real energy performance of buildings (Fabi et al., 2012) (Roetzel., 2010). The building ventilation stands in complex physics phenomena while most studies concentrate on the thermal-air related mechanism in energy simulation. In practice, the behavior of opening a window to acquire air change would also result in changes of received solar gains and daylight by indoor environment. This effect due to the modification of the building shell is called hereafter secondary effect.

Though the secondary effect is usually neglected in most building energy simulations, it should be demonstrated how it would influence the expected natural ventilation efficiency.

In particular, different types of windows are expected not only to provide different air change rate, but also to have different radiative effects. This article is dedicated to assessing how the thermal and luminous performances are affected in two common opening configurations.

METHODOLOGY AND APPROACH
In this section, a series of hypothesis, as well as the necessary simplification of physical phenomena, is made to model the window system. The double glazing horizontal sash opening and top-hung opening shown in Figure 1 are dominant on the French construction market, and deserve therefore close inspection. For a parametric study, all the windows are fixed in the position of complete opening. The horizontal sash window has two sashes totally overlapped when opened thus the opening area is half of the window area, and the half glazed window area has the shading factor of a quadruple glazed window. The top-hung window could be opened with an angle of 30°. If the effective opening area can be defined without ambiguity for horizontal sash window, it is less obvious for top-hung windows.

A definition of the effective opening area in natural ventilation simulation for these two configurations is proposed in (Caciolo et al., 2011).

Simulation schema
To take into account the solar gains and daylight when the windows are opened, a model has been developed using the variables that mutually influence on each other. The logic employed in the following simulation is shown in Figure 2, regarding TRNSYS environment, we used validated models for air change rate, radiance on the facade and transmittance into the room (Caciolo et al., 2012) (CIE, 2011). The global model incorporates some inputs such as ventilation and artificial lighting strategy, and returns hourly values illustrating thermal and visual performance, indoor comfort and energy costs. In this article, the analysis is mainly focused on cooling needs compared with or without secondary effect.
**Thermo-air model description**

The window model encapsulating ventilation, solar and daylight transmission in the commercial building simulation tool TRNSYS 16 is connected to the Type 56, which is a dynamic multi-zone building model. The building is split into homogeneous thermal zones. Each zone is written as a node of air with uniform temperature, surrounded by walls characterized by a thermal resistance and a mass. The model carries out a balance sheet of energy including air and walls. The equations are resolved by the method of transfer functions (TRNSYS, 2007).

The calculation of air flow rate by natural ventilation is achieved by applying the correlations summarized in (Caciolo et al., 2013). If mechanical ventilation system exists, it is considered that it doesn’t interact with the natural ventilation. In addition, the infiltration flow is held to be constant. These hypotheses are righteous under the condition that the air change flow of mechanical ventilation and infiltration is largely inferior to the one of natural ventilation, which is the typical case. Compared to the incertitude generated by natural ventilation, the modification on air change rates by infiltration and mechanical ventilation can be regarded as negligible in the energy balance sheet.

**Secondary effect of solar gains**

The study considers two basic window configurations in order to assess how the glass openings influence the heat and luminous transmission.

An aperture without window can be seen as a "virtual wall" having no conductive exchange but with the solar factor and the light transmission coefficient equal to 1. This “wall” is also modeled outside the Type 56 to issue the incident radiative contribution to the room, which is equal to incident direct and diffuse radiation flux on the opening times its surface.

In particular, for a horizontal sash window, the overlapped double panes reduce partially the transmittance. It is assumed that overlapped double panes are equivalent to quadruple panes window. The ratio of transmittance can be roughly thought as the square of double panes. Together with the other half open surface that the transmission factors equal to 1, we obtain

\[ \tau_4 = \frac{\tau_6^2 + 1}{2} \]  
\[ SC = \frac{SC_4^2 + 1}{2} \]

where \( \tau_4 \) is the luminous transmittance and \( SC \) is the shading coefficient according to (ASHRAE, 2001). The foot indices “o” means the original value.

A top-hung window has a more complex geometry.
The opening plane is divided into the unprotected part, $A_{\text{open}}$, represented by the equivalent opening surface, and the projection of inclined window. Because the top-hung windows open with a relative small angle, typically less than 30°, the optical properties $t_n$ and $SC_o$ are considered as constants. Thus the modification of transmittance can be written within the same principle.

$$\eta = (1 - \frac{A_{\text{open}}}{A_{\text{window}}})\eta_0 + \frac{A_{\text{open}}}{A_{\text{window}}}$$

$$SC = (1 - \frac{A_{\text{open}}}{A_{\text{window}}})SC_o + \frac{A_{\text{open}}}{A_{\text{window}}}$$

where $A_{\text{open}}$ is the opened surface and $A_{\text{window}}$ is the window surface.

**Lighting, occupation and ventilation scenarios**

Energy consumption is inherently linked to the occupation scenario and ventilation strategy. The internal gains come from occupation and electrical equipments contribution. In the simulation, the internal heat gains from occupants and office electrical equipments are modulated during the day according to the schedule. (Figure 3a)

The natural lighting rate is calculated by means of a simplified method based on a daylight factor (CSTB, 2005). The rate of artificial lighting use is on average for multiple offices determined in function of the natural lighting in the room according to (Alessandrini et al., 2006). (Figure 3b)

Only when the office room is occupied, a mechanical ventilation system is active to assure the hygienic air change, namely 25 m$^3$/ (h-person). Window opening is allowed if outdoor temperature is below the indoor temperature and if the outdoor temperature is higher than the threshold temperature, $T_{\text{out,close,three}}$, in order to avoid cold draft during occupancy hours or under-cooling of the room during non-occupancy hours. Then, the opening of the window is controlled by comparing the indoor temperature with two set-point values: $T_{\text{in, min}}$ and $T_{\text{in, max}}$ as presented on Figure 4. When the indoor temperature rises up to a cooling set point temperature $T_{\text{set-point, cooling}}$, the window is closed and the active cooling starts.

**Building typology**

A one person office room representing a whole building located in two climate zones is examined in the simulations: Paris (temperate) and Nice (Mediterranean). Several glazing surface ratios on the facade which affect luminous and radiant transmission are chosen as 30%, 50% and 70%. (Reiter and De Herde, 2001) The internal contributions are due to the following electrical equipments: a computer and an inkjet printer, for a total average power of 100 W (8 W/m²) in accordance with “EnergyStar” label. The sensible heat gains from occupants are 75 W per person.

The thermal characteristics of the rooms reach the requirements of French Thermal Regulation (RT2012). The office has medium thermal inertia, as defined by (CEN, 2008), which is the most widespread in Europe. The floor consists of concrete plate and partition walls are plasterboards. The windows have an aluminum frame and low-e double glazing panes 4/16/4 filled with 85% argon: $U_w=1.4$ W/(m²K), solar factor $SC=0.59$ and luminous transmittance $\tau = 0.71$. The reflectivity of all internal walls is set to 0.5.

According to the works of (Pernodet, 2009), the following fixed values have been set as

- daytime ventilation: $T_{\text{in, min}} = 22$ °C, $T_{\text{in, max}} = 23$ °C, $T_{\text{out, close, three}} = 15$ °C
- nighttime ventilation: $T_{\text{in, min}} = 21$ °C, $T_{\text{in, max}} = 23$ °C, $T_{\text{out, close, three}} = 12$ °C

**Figure 3a. Occupants schedule during weekdays. (Filfli, 2006)**

**Figure 3b. Use of artificial lighting regarding to natural lighting in a room estimated from outdoor irradiation. (Alessandrini et al., 2006)**
The overhangs, if present as solar protection, have a width of 0.75m, 0.85m and 1m for the opening ratio of 30%, 50% and 70%, respectively, and are located 0.5 m above the window. The far away obstacles are neglected in this work.

RESULTS
A series of simulation drawn in this study covers several typical building configurations in France, mainly in two climate regions, Nice and Paris; two extreme days in hot seasons, summer solstice and autumnal equinox; with or without an overhang as solar protection. Within these configurations, the outdoor temperature and solar zenith angle vary significantly, which could provide a comprehensive samples for comparison and help understand the effect of natural ventilation on solar gains and natural cooling needs.

### Figure 4
Chart showing window opening control

(Pernodet, 2009)

### Table 1
Comparison of cooling needs for Nice and Paris

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Solstice</th>
<th>Equinox</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nice</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paris</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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- **Daily Cooling Needs**
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  - 30%
  - 50%
  - 70%

- **Non-air-conditioned office**
- **Air-conditioned office**

- **T_{in, min}**
- **T_{in, max}**
- **T_{set, cooling}**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nice</th>
<th>Solstice</th>
<th>Equinox</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Paris</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Figure 5
Cooling needs of office with sash window calculated by the methods with or without consideration of secondary effect

- **T_{in, min}**
- **T_{in, max}**
- **T_{set, cooling}**
- **T_{in, min}**
- **T_{in, max}**
- **T_{set, cooling}**
lighting received by the rooms. For the sake of simplicity in the analysis of the secondary effect, all configurations use a hybrid cooling strategy (natural ventilation and active cooling). When the outdoor temperature is too high in summer, the efficiency of natural ventilation decreasing sharply, the indoor mechanical cooling system will then be active. By comparing the energy consumption between different configurations under the same cooling scenario, one could conclude how the secondary effect influences the calculation. Thus one can identify under which conditions the simplified calculation without secondary effect is robust and efficient.

**Horizontal sash windows**

*Figure 5* presents the average daily cooling needs of office rooms with sash windows, without overhang, during the week around summer solstice and the week around autumnal equinox. The extreme situation corresponds here to the maximum opening surfaces facing to the south. The opening reduces partially the mechanical cooling loads, for instance, south-oriented by 20% and other orientations by 40% of the energy consumption of offices in the same situations but with windows all closed. The figure shows the difference between the cooling needs modeled neglecting secondary effect (CN₀) and the cooling needs modeled with secondary effect (CNₑ). Generally the cooling needs considering secondary effect are larger.

This discrepancy can be explained by two reasons with contrary effects.

- On the one hand, after opening the window, the office room receives more solar gains, augmenting the indoor temperature.
- On the other hand, higher natural lighting passes into the room, reducing the artificial lighting demands, so as the indoor temperature.

The faster the indoor temperature increases, the faster the window is closed and the active cooling is used, increasing so the cooling demands. The final result is a compromise of the two effects.

According to this analysis, the configuration of Paris in summer solstice, involving the most significant difference due to the secondary effect, hereafter is picked out to inspect the details of the energy consumption (*Figure 6*).

For this goal, the total cooling needs difference is separated into two parts. One is the cooling needs increasing caused by the solar gains (Δ₁) and the other one is the reduction of the artificial lighting (Δ₂).

The grey column in *Figure 6* is the cooling needs difference calculated results of *Figure 5*.

*Figure 6 Cooling needs difference separating the solar gains effect and artificial lighting effect. Paris, summer solstice*

\[
\Delta = CN_{se} - CN_{a} \tag{5}
\]

One can check that the global difference is the sum of \(\Delta_1\) and \(\Delta_2\),

\[
\Delta = \Delta_1 + \Delta_2 \tag{6}
\]

The largest black columns represent the contribution of solar gains by opening window to the increase of the cooling needs. The white columns with negative values represent the artificial lighting contribution to the difference of cooling needs.

**Analysis of horizontal sash window simulations**

*Figure 7* exhibits the simulation results of daily cooling needs by resetting the points on an energy consumption map, including the configurations of offices facing to 4 directions, with or without an overhang as solar protection device, for the 3 aperture ratios, in Nice and in Paris, on summer solstice and on autumn equinox.

Any element that limits the sun influence on the window such as season, climate zones and solar protection devices reduce the impact of the secondary effect. The results are categorized into 4 groups:

- In Group I in blue, most of the cases are on autumnal equinox. The outdoor temperature is low enough: the original cooling needs is between 50 to 100Wh/m² in Nice and is almost zero in Paris. The natural ventilation could cover all cooling needs so that the calculation of secondary effect is unnecessary.
- In Group II in violet, the secondary effect has a slight influence on cooling needs simulation. These cases with relative low original cooling needs are the offices not oriented to the south with small opening surface. As the natural ventilation efficiency is limited, the secondary
Without overhang

With overhang

Figure 7 Comparative results between original cooling needs and cases with natural ventilation

effect doesn’t have considerable influence on the calculation.

- In Group IV in red, the cases located in the highest original cooling needs region are south-oriented offices with 50% and 70% glazed surface in summer Nice. The reason why the difference of secondary effect in these cases is insignificant is that the outdoor temperature is so high that the natural ventilation is barely used.

In the Group I, II and IV, the calculation by neglecting secondary effect could be considered as consistent.

- The Group III in lawn green, where stands the maximum of difference, represents most of the offices with 50% and 70% glazed surface in summer Paris. In the temperate climate, the outdoor temperature is neither too high nor too low, consequently the natural ventilation works effectively in most of the time. Larger glazed surface amplifying the effect of sunlight, its secondary effect is then more significant. For instance, for the Paris office with 70% opening surface oriented to south without overhang, the 74Wh/m² of difference of cooling needs on a day is equal to 25% of the total energy consumption.

For the calculation of natural ventilation in similar situations of Group III, the secondary effect should be inspected more carefully by the designers and researchers.

The two graphs on the right column show the corresponding simulation of office with solar protection devices. The presence of an overhang drives down both the cooling needs with and without natural ventilation, thus the points move downward and to the left. In addition, the difference between each pair of points is reduced, meaning that the impact of the secondary effect is lower with the adding of overhangs. It should be noted that the points in Group IV in offices without overhang in Nice are replaced into Group II in the cases with the overhang. When the overhang impairs the direct solar incident flux, the offices tend to open the window taking more profit of the natural ventilation. As a result, the secondary effect recurs more obviously. However, compared to the total cooling needs around 300Wh/m², this difference of 30Wh/m² is not important.
Analysis of top-hung windows simulations

Concerning the top-hung window, a series of simulations is done following the same principle. Similar to the horizontal sash window, the configurations consist of two climate regions, three aperture ratios, two typical seasonal days and with/without an overhang as solar protection.

The results reveal less difference than horizontal sash window across the comparative calculation. Figure 8 represents the extreme situation that is in summer Paris, corresponding to the worst case in sash window simulation. The difference between calculation with or without secondary effect varies only slightly, in general is less than 10Wh/m². In other situations, on account of climates or the presence of solar protection, this value is weakened even more therefore is not necessary to be presented here. In sum, for the top-hung window, the calculation of secondary effect could be simplified.

The reason why the secondary effect of top-hung windows is negligible could also be simply explained in a schematic way. According to an analysis of the typical frontal view in Figure 9, a small opening angle accounts for a small unprotected opening surface.

In a 30° angle case, the unprotected opening surface, for instance, stays between 0 to 15% while the incident radiation zenith angle varying from 90° to 30° for an inclined angle equal to zero. Though the entered direct solar radiation is slightly larger when the sun light arrives by an inclined angle, the errors of simplified calculations, in average, are less than 10% compared to the simulations with secondary effect.

CONCLUSION

This work started with a statement establishing the problem of window opening effect on solar gains and natural lighting. Regarding natural ventilation, the thermal and visual performance of two common windows, horizontal sash and top-hung, are evaluated. Contribution is made to the understanding of the role of window opening in reducing the energy consumption and in compensating natural lighting across Paris and Nice on summer solstice and autumnal equinox.

Specifically, the results suggest that the secondary effect that occurred during the overlapping or inclining of windows alters the cooling effect of the natural ventilation. This adverse effect on natural ventilation efficiency of opening window depends on conditions. The more the natural ventilation is used, the more the secondary effect increases. The largest differences appear for the offices in temperate climates, where the natural ventilation can be dominant. Moreover, high level of glazed surface and south-oriented facade increase the secondary effect substantially.

NOMENCLATURE

\[ \tau_l = \text{luminous transmittance} \]

\[ SC = \text{shading coefficient} \]

\[ \tau_{lo} = \text{original luminous transmittance} \]

\[ SC_0 = \text{original shading coefficient} \]
A_open = opened surface
A_window = window surface
T_{out,close,thres} = threshold outdoor temperature,
T_{in,min} = low set-point temperature
T_{in,max} = high set-point temperature
U_w = heat transfer coefficient
CN = cooling needs
CN_0 = cooling needs without secondary effect
CN_se = cooling needs with secondary effect
\Delta = cooling needs difference caused by secondary effect
\Delta_1 = cooling needs difference caused by the solar gains
\Delta_2 = cooling needs difference caused by the artificial lighting
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